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15th
word
They that trust in the Lord shall be as mount Zion, which cannot be removed, but abideth for ever.
Psalms 125:1 KJV
In a world like ours, filled with uncertainty, never has the human race needed so much reassurance. In the face of a plunging economy, not just of the nation or its industries, but also of families and their individuals, fear seem to have become a way of life.
In all of this, what does God hold in stock for His own?

Ibukun’s Doctrines or God, Tosin’s Activating the 6th sense, Joan’s Storms, Ope’s
Overfished Waters, Tobi’s True Laziness, Femi’s Yes You Can are all put together in
this 15th issue of grenepages to bring the message to you. You can STAND FIRM like
Mount Zion that cannot be removed, come what may.
So how do you do it? “They that trust in the Lord...”

Welcome to grenepages!
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MEDITATION:
https://joanministeringrhythms.wordpress.com

In God our victory is sure,
In God we will overcome
every storm.

“Yet in all these things we are more than
conquerors through Him who loved us”.
(Romans 8:37 NKJV)
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If we never had to go through
Would we really know God is so true?
And stronger than every storm
That we can’t be drowned no matter its force
I’ve seen the Lord…
In Him I am strong
Even when I feel lost
I’m only stronger through the storms
What a boast
The Lord is my boast!!!
In weakness I find His strength
In Him is all of my help
Let me always be
Like a thriving olive tree
Planted in Your court
Living for Your cause
Keep us that You call Your own
In You, day by day, make us grow
As our light shine let the world see;
Indeed we have been with Thee
Storms will call
Storms will come
and away storms will go
But Your everlasting love remains and never goes…
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http://nikeadeoye.blogspot.co.uk
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Again, as always, I say stand at your duty post.
Stop looking about for what is not missing.
I reckon that the century we live in is evolving at an untamed
pace that makes it easy to blur the line between the Church and
the world, but if you stick with the scriptures without modification, He will find you faithful.
Different batches of people are going to pass through your post
at several intervals, just stand firm...
Some who have passed may take their hands off the plough a
while later, just stand firm...
Some are going to catch the fire stronger than you who witnessed to them, just stand firm...
Some are going to castigate you for your stringent or even less
stringent mode of dressing, but will no longer be standing years
later, just stand firm...
And that everyone is getting weary is not enough reason to
walk away from your post, just stand firm...
Şá rójú dúró, má sekùn!
Just remain steadfast in your post.
Someday, you will account for whether you made the world
wait forever for your manifestation or not.
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https://gracedpages.wordpress.com
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“Lazy people don’t even cook the game

How many did I bother to work on? None? The

they catch, But the diligent make use of

scriptures say I am lazy.

everything they find.” Proverbs 12:27
NLT

How many years did you spend in the university…four, five, six or seven? What did you learn

Will you call a man lazy, who went as far

there? What in the world have you done with

as hunting for a game? Will any hunter

that knowledge? Are these not the games you

leave his game to waste, even if he got it

caught and refused to cook? The scriptures de-

free? Is this just about hunters and ani-

scribe you as lazy.

mals, does it relate to me? How have I
being lazy? What have I being wasting?
How many ideas have I gotten this year?

You can sing, you can play any instrument, you
can act, you can preach, you can write, yet,
right now, you do none of them. You caught
games, yet you refused to cook. The scriptures
say you are lazy.
You bought that book, or someone bought it
for you. The ideas in it are life transforming,
but this same book has been on your desk for
months. You keep saying, “I have not had time
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that script you wrote, that short song
you composed, that experience you
had…name them. Use them! Let them
not be wasted.
to read it.” That’s how you’ll end up not
reading it, just like several others. You a
have refused to cook the same game you
caught yourself. The scriptures say you

Immediately you hunt down an animal,
decomposition starts, even though it
might be early to notice. If left for too
long, you wouldn’t even stand the

are lazy.

odour. The hunter doesn’t waste time
What is it that you can do, which until

to cook it. The same goes for your re-

now, you have left undone? God gave

sources; they leave you as soon as they

nothing to you, so that you can waste
them. Not even the least expensive thing
or idea. The diligent make use of everything they find. Your time, that skill, that
talent, that gift, that idea, that book,
that certificate, that little knowledge,
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come if you don’t use them. Why
not cook your game?
The Holy Spirit has inspired the writer of Proverbs 12, to tell you that

smart hunter will at least sell the

you are lazy, not because you are

game to someone who will cook

not trying, like the hunter who goes

it. All those ideas you have kept

hunting and catches a game, but

to yourself, can you at least sell

because you are not utilizing the

them to someone?

resources already in your position.
You are not cooking the game. A

True laziness is being in possession of unutilized resources. True
laziness is knowing what to do,
yet leaving them undone.
Lazy people don’t even cook the
game they catch, but the diligent
make use of everything they find.
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joining the bandwagon of a seemingly successful enterprise. Yes, you don’t want to
sound and look ‘opportunistic’, but what if
http://operowland.blogspot.com

that path is where your conviction lies.
If there are people in that ‘line’ which to you
might seem overpopulated already and yet

The fact that many people are out there doing what

still have the nudge in that direction, it is a

you believe you should be doing should not stop you.

signal of an existing vacancy. There is a need

In one form or another, there is the possibility of

the ‘they’ are not meeting. There is this

those ideas running through your mind being in exist-

omission you are being commissioned for.

ence already. Yes, many have gone ahead with those

All the others have not been able to address

plans of yours. While yours may still be at the planning

such well and you are needed promptly.

stage, they might already be at the implementation

“Many people have set out to write ac-

stage.

counts about the events that have been ful-

For some, this fact can be intimidating, hindering them

filled among us. They used the eyewitness

from overcoming inertia. They can’t just see how they

reports circulating among us from the early

will stand out in that ‘field’, which seems already

disciples. Having carefully investigated eve-

flooded. They are asking, ‘How do you fish in already

rything from the beginning, I also have de-

overfished water?’ You might not want to be seen as

cided to write a careful account for you,
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most honourable Theophilus, so

still expect them to patronize your work? Why will you expend

you can be certain of the truth of

energy on what seems not needed and irrelevant? Many people

everything you were taught.”

did this anyway, and Luke went on to repeat what these many

Luke 1:1-4 (NLT)

people were doing. It would have seemed like a wasted and

Luke refused to be intimidated

lost effort.

by the many published (or should

However, Luke’s insistence in doing what many others were

we say established) writings in

already doing paid off.

circulation. It’s like, what will he

Firstly, his diligence and faithfulness in following through his

write that has not been written?

conviction gave the world the most detailed Gospel account.

Sounds like, ‘What will I do as re-

His effort is still bearing fruit until tomorrow, centuries after he

gards this that has not been done

ventured into a crowded ‘industry’.

already?’

Secondly, he reached ‘his audience’, which others had not been

It’s interesting to note that even

able to reach effectively. Even if it was only Theophilus that pat-

the many writers wrote about

ronized him, it was still a success story of impact and influence.

what was common knowledge

Do not hold back in launching out in that direction as long as

(in their environment); their writ-

you are convinced. With time, your sincerity, diligence and faith-

ings were not news nor special of

fulness will stand you out amidst the crowd and ‘your people’

sort. Why will you write about

will be eternally grateful you showed up, meeting their needs in

what people are aware of and

that your unique way others couldn’t and wouldn’t.
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https://iyiolafemibabalola.wordpress.com
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“If I can just raise some money. If I could be
more spiritual. If I can just find a faithful
partner. If I can just find the right drug. If I
can just find someone to help.”
These and many more are some of the excuses we give for our predicaments. We
seem to be confined by so many limitations.
We are surrounded by so many immovable
mountains and several impossibilities. There
are moments we feel hopeless as if we have
come to a cul de sac and there is no more
way for us.
Well, I have come to tell you today that
whatsoever we ultimately experience in life
is our choice. We have no excuse in life. We
cannot blame God for our location, colour,
country, or condition. Providence has placed
us, in His wisdom, into the best part of the
world with the right kind of people.
It is our responsibility to take our unique
conditions back to God and allow Him to accomplish His purpose through those experiences. This is why the Scripture says, “And
we know that all things work together for
good to those who love God, to those who
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are the called according to His purpose” (Romans
8:28 NKJV).
Friend, God has given us all the resources we need

knowledge or equipment? We al-

to alter our conditions “as His divine power has giv-

ways try to do our best to solve the

en to us all things that pertain to life and godliness,

problem. We think of what we can

through the knowledge of Him who called us by

do.

glory and virtue” (2 Peter 1:3 NKJV).

More often than not, we realize that

What you need to have a healthy and wealthy life is

we are limited and there is little or

yours already. You can be spiritual. You can live

nothing we can actually do. We

above sin. You can have all your needs met. You can

come to that state of helplessness

become anything that God has planned for you.

just like the father of this epileptic

Nothing stops you.

child.

I have realized that what confines us is not the con-

Jesus made it clear here that focus-

ditions of our lives but the convictions in our hearts.

ing on our ability will not solve the

The lack in our lives is not the lack of resources but

problem. It is the wrong way to deal

the lack of resoluteness to pursue God’s purpose

with our challenges. God is not look-

for our lives.

ing for our ability but our believabil-

In Mark 9:23, Jesus responded to a man who was

ity. It is not how much you have in

desperately in need of healing for his epileptic son.

your bank account but how much

He prayed Jesus to heal him if He could. Jesus said

can you believe? How far can you

to him, “If you can believe, all things are possible to

see?

him who believes (NKJV).”

As a matter of fact, God is embar-

Jesus helped him to refocus on what is important to

rassed when He asks you to do a

His breakthrough - his believability!

thing and you are considering your

Just like this man, our focus when we are faced

bank account. God wants you to cast

with a challenge or a need is always on what we can

your abilities in divine possibilities.

do to solve the problem. Do we have enough mon-

The truth is if you have a God-sized

ey? Do we have enough power, skill, ability,

vision, it takes a God-size faith to accomplish it. Your ability cannot accomplish heaven’s project.
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Hear what Jesus said to the man again, “If
you can believe, all things are possible to
him who believes.” So, the real issue is
not if you have money or means but if you
can believe.
You can if you can believe. All things are
possible to the one who believes.
The question I want to ask you is simple,
“Can you believe?” If your answer is Yes,
Jesus said your problem is solved. The
project is possible. You can do it. You can
overcome sin. You can have a stable and
consistent walk with God. You can conceive. You can marry this year. You build
the house. You can build the business and
become a multimillionaire if you can believe.
The first thing God will do for you is not to
enlarge you capacity but to enlarge your
believability. Your capacity or ability will
then increase in proportion to your faith.
Until your faith is increased, your ability or
capacity cannot increase.
Maybe the prayer you need to pray is the
prayer of the apostles, “Increase our
faith” (Luke 17:5). You need to ask God to
expand your capacity to believe. You need
an increase in your believability quotient.

God needs to overhaul your belief system if you
want to see Him at work.
After Lot separated from Abram, these words
came to Him from God, “Lift your eyes now and
look from the place where you are—northward,
southward, eastward, and westward; for all the
land which you see I give to you and your descendants forever” ( Genesis 13:14-15 NKJV).
Where are you right now? What conditions or
predicaments are you surrounded with? Are you
barren or broke? Are you in debt or depressed?
Are you confused? Are you sick or sad? God said,
“Stop looking down on yourself or at your current conditions. Lift your eyes now and look
from the place where you are—northward,
southward, eastward, and westward.”
Write down all the good things and great future
that you see. Write big things. Write impossible
things. Write things that have never been done
in your lineage. Let it be massive. Don’t write
based on your current conditions.
God said, “For all the land which you see I give
to you and your descendants forever.”
Except you can’t see or conceive it, God is committed to giving it to you. It is possible if you
can believe.
Yes, you can!
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